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BACKGROUND
DESIGN AND CONTENT

In a four-month period, 1800 of Detroit's 4463 policemen participated in a 20-hour,
four-week training course which covered all aspects of police-citizen problems. The program was voluntary and was held outside regular duty hours. The officer was paid
$3.50 per hour for attendance. The training ill' :\:, i~d virtually all officers of the innercity precincts in which a majority of the city's lOW-income and Negro citizens live. These
officers' work experience, feelings and frustrations presented both a challenge and an opportunity to the course planners and instructors.
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Considering the difficulties, the program was unusually effective (in the opinion of
close observers) because it began to change the police officers' perceptions _ of themselves and their work, and of minority groups' problems and attitudes. And it gave
them some increase in skill and confidence in handling daily problems.
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If that judgment is accurate, credit should go to a course design which, in handling
the most complex and emotional parts of police work, used real-life Situations, enabled
the men to talk and think freely about them, and kept the lecture portions of the program
in a supporting rather than dominant role.

.LECTURES

Typical course lectures ran as follows:
Challenges of Contemporary Law Enforcement
-by a local judge
. .
Successful Police Work in the Light of Recent Court DeCISIOns
-by a lawyer
. R I t'
. Ch
es as It Affects Police-Commumty e a IOns
of the Citizens' Committee for Equal Oppo
Law Enforcement and Prejudices
-by a psychologist
'"
The Police in Emergency Commumty SItuatIOns
-by a police sergeant
.
Professional Police Work in a Changing SOCIety
-by an Oak Park (Ill.) officer
Th C· il R'ghts Movement in Perspective
e -=-~y a~ ex-director of the Michi~an Civil Rights Commission

HOW THE IDEA WAS BORN
The starting point was a 1964-65 study by Greenleigh ASSOciates, a management
research organization, of the social services that deal with poverty in DetrOit. (The study,
a major part of Detroit's Community Renewal Program, was approved and jointly financed
by the federal Housing and Home Finance Agency and the City.) One of Greenleigh's
recommendations was that police be given special training in understanding and working with persons in low income areas; that they should learn to handle the problems of
minority groups and other culturally deprived residents with whom they come in contact
with deeper insight and tolerance. It was stressed that average officers Who have a good
understanding of their job have a great potential for bringing to bear practical delinquency and crime prevention programs.

commu~;trhe e:~utive

FEDERAL AID SECURED
i

The Greenleigh recommendation moved Detroit police officials to seek a federal antipoverty grant of $213,222 for police training, to be jointly operated by the Police Department, the Commission on Community Relations (CCR), and the local anti-poverty agency,
Total Action Against Poverty (TAAP). The grant was approved in June, 1965, and from
July through October, 1965, the 8-session Course was repeated four times.
In establishing the need for the program, it was emphasized that the summer months
in the City of Detroit are marked by rising unemployment and increases in certain types
of crime. Based upon data supplied by the Michigan Employment Security Commission
and the Detroit Police Department, unemployment averages 21 % higher during the summer months while the number of assaults and reported cases of larceny are 13% higher.
In precincts where the majority of low income families and minority groups live unemployment,
thecity.
number of street crimes and police contacts are over tWice the rate elsewhere in the
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CASE SYNOPSES
SUMMARY OF KEY ELEMENTS IN DETROIT PROGRAM

Brief descriptions of the cases follow:

1. The program was voluntary and was conducted on the officer's off-duty
compensation.
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2. The case approach and the real-life nature of the material was made
to the working patrolman's experience as possible.

3. The experts' presentations, which provided timely information, were
lecture-like when balanced with free discussion. Parts of each presentation c
lated immediately to the case material.
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4. Participation was built in, far beyond customary police training. Nea
the l:ime the men were questioning the lecturers or discussing the cases in sm
Following the role-played case or the reading of a case, the discussion groups
ideas and reactions.
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5. Identification of the case situations with the officers' own experience
repeated emphasis .
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6. The absence of 'right answers' in the case situations was deliberate:
was allowed maximum freedom of opinion - but then he had to defend it ag
rades who disagreed. Group leaders stressed professional role of police.

A FIRST IN THE NATION -

9. Presence of civilians in the lecture section, though partly symbolic, wa
novelty, which the police accepted. The innovation was not lost upon ne
groups to whom the citizens reported.
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7. The variety of ethnic and religious intergroup situations' discussed co
dimensions of low income status facing the policemen. Not just race.

8. Ventilation of police gripes against citizens was not prohibited. Recog
given, however, to the necessity to uphold the law regardless of the attitudes i
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10. "Saturation and contagion" effects were achieved giving this exp
nearly ail policemen in the inner-city within four months. During that period
squadrons reflected curiosity and questions among those who were taking o
pleted the course. The talk indicated that new ideas were being stimulated
getting attention.
11. The program cost $213,222 (10% city; 90% federal). This works o
$118 per man. At $3.50 an hour, each officer participant was paid $70. Spe
staff salaries, clerical services, and materials account for most of the remaind

12. The program was coordinated by both the Police Department and th
sion on Community Relations, emphasizing community involvement. Key
were drawn from both academic and civic resources.
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While this program was undertaken initially as a demonstration training
is expected that it will be further developed and will be funded again this ye
while, course outlines, discussion guides and case studies are available for
may be interested from the Detroit Commission on Community Relations, W
Building, Detroit, Michigan.

